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Since bankers are in the money business, you may find it interesting that researchers at Utah State

University found students who completed a basic financial education course were more responsible

with their money. After just one course, this group outperformed those who did not take the course by

having more self-control and an improved risk tolerance than those who did not take the course. Now

you can brag about how much of an impact being a banker can have on improving society as a

whole!

As with having financial savvy, understanding more about the world of cybersecurity is also important

these days. That said, you may find it interesting that despite cybersecurity's high profile, it has not

necessarily translate into dollars dedicated to a corresponding spending increase on information

security.

By many accounts, only about 10% or less of a bank's IT budget goes to cybersecurity. IT security

professionals face a quandary - how to sell the importance of cybersecurity to what are basically non-

technology experts (top executives and directors). Further, how to do so while including a financial,

technological, business, and regulatory standpoint.

The financial services industry has long been (relatively) one of the biggest spenders on IT, according

to a 2016 Accenture study. It found banks would spend more than $360B worldwide in 2016 on IT.

That spend, however, was largely focused on upgrading back-office operations, outdated core

systems, improving customer-facing retail delivery and becoming more efficient. It is easy to see why

these projects tend to draw much of the banks' IT budget. After all, they provide a fairly clear ROI,

while cybersecurity investments are much more difficult to see.

To "sell" cybersecurity development and investment to executives and directors, IT professionals

might want to try the following four steps:

Inside Support - A report by Accenture finds <6% of directors at the world's largest banks have

professional technology experience. Even worse, a whopping 43% had none at all. For community

banks, this may be even more pronounced. As one banking IT consultant expounded, "How in the

world can [banks] make an informed decision on the nuances of bank technology without expertise at

the top?" Community banks understandably pull directors from the ranks of successful business

people, so seeking out the next open spot with someone with a more technology-related background

could make sense. In Feb, we wrote a comprehensive article on this topic, if you would like more

specific details.

Women on the Board - Interestingly, Accenture research also found that female members of

corporate boards are nearly twice as likely as their male counterparts to have professional technology

experience. By seeking out more women to join the board you will not only increase diversity, but

also likely increase broader IT understanding to boot.
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Digital Evolution - While some community banks are in the early stages on mobile strategy, others

have a well-established infrastructure in place. Some may even be leveraging analytics to encourage

usage and engage customers. It is important for IT security professionals to understand where their

community bank stands to address the risk mitigation and security needs.

Coaching for Upper Echelon - If boards of directors and C-suite executives do not understand

information security, they are much less likely to support initiatives. Therefore, IT security

professionals should be making an all-out push to offer coaching to the board, executives, and other

key constituents. Doing so will help expand awareness of the current threat landscape and what can

be done to limit the size and scope of potential attacks.

Expanding education of all types is good for banks and customers, but this is especially true when it

comes to cyber.
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Credit Cards

Nielson research finds the market share of purchase volume on US general purpose credit and debit

cards in 2016 breaks down as follows: Visa (59%), Mastercard (25%), all others account for the

remaining 16% combined.

Chief Data

An RMA survey of banks focused on data quality finds: 54% say they have a chief data officer and

13% say someone fills that role but does not have that title.

Renting Reasons

Fed research finds the main reasons people say they rent vs. buy a home are: can't afford the down

payment (50%), can't qualify for a mortgage (30%), more convenient to rent (28%), plan on moving

in the near future (26%), and cheaper to rent than to own a home (23%).

Technology Impact:

A Deloitte survey of more than 200 global financial executives finds 75% of North American

respondents feel technology will have the greatest impact on the financial industry in the next 2Ys.

Compliance Weakness

A DLA Piper survey of compliance executives, in-house counsel and directors finds program areas

indicated as being the weakest ones included monitoring (46%) and training (44%).

CIO Strengths:

A Deloitte survey of global CIOs finds the following are cited as current strengths: technology vision

(61%), communication (56%), influence internal stakeholders (47%), communicate financial impact of

IT (47%), operations and execution (38%), deliver technology initiatives (37%) and leverage external

partners (36%).

DEPOSIT OPPORTUNITIES

In an effort to expand our relationships, PCBB is pleased to offer community banks a money market

deposit account rate of 1.10%, subject to availability. Contact operations@pcbb.com
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